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E5_90_88_E4_BD_9C_E6_c81_496342.htm (Refute) The lecture

apparently refutes the points illustrated in the reading material.

According to the professor, ________________.On the contrary,

the reading contends an opposite stand that_____. The first point

the professor uses to cast doubt on the reading is that___________,

which differs from the statement in the reading that_____. Another

evidence the speaker adopts to contradict the passage is________.

However, the reading states that_________. In the conclusion, the

point made in the lecture contrasts with what is presented in the

reading. As the professor claims, ________whereas the reading

material holds that________. (Support) The lecture apparently

reinforces the points illustrated in the reading material. According to

the professor, ________________. Meanwhile, the reading

contends a similar stand that_____. The first point the professor uses

to enhance the reading is that___________, which is just the same as

the statement in the reading that_____. Another evidence the

speaker adopts to bolster the passage is________. Likewise, the

reading states that_________. In the conclusion, the point made in

the lecture gives a boost to what is presented in the reading. As the

professor claims, ________which is in accordance with the reading

material holds that________. (Solution) 主要用动词

：supplement/complement/finalize 独立作文 In response to the

problem, some people may argue that___ But is it? Close analysis



does not bear out the argument. First of all, it is always top of the list

of my viewpoints that____. To make my demonstration more

profoundly and comprehensively, I would like to cite what one of

my favorable celebrities has mentioned," ___" Moreover,

________also provides adequate justification for my opinion.

According to 100 studies carried out in 10 major cities throughout

China,___________." No one can deny the truth behind the

number." In addition, an equally essential factor which deserves

people’s attention is_______. Admittedly, it may be true that

______.However, this alone does not provide sufficient support to

claim that______. Actually, it is too specific and weak to strengthen

the point that_________. All in all, although some people may still

remain unconvinced, the reasons I have analyzed could at least make

them more aware of the various dimensions of the issue under

discussion. There is little doubt that more and more people will

come to realize that_______. 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试
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